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Abstract

Plasma formed in the immediate vicinity of a meteoroid as it descends through Earth’s atmosphere enables high-gain radars su
found at Kwajalein, Arecibo, and Jicamarca to detect ablating meteoroids. In the work presented here, we show that these head
surements preferentially detect more energetic meteoroids over less energetic ones and present a method of estimating the effect
when measuring the velocity distributions. To do this, we apply ablation and ionization models to estimate a meteoroid’s plasma p
rate based on its initial kinetic energy and ionization efficiency. This analysis demonstrates that, almost regardless of the assumpt
high-gain radars will preferentially detect faster and more massive meteoroids. Following the model used by Taylor (1995, Icarus
158), we estimate the biases and then apply them to observed meteoroid velocity distributions. We apply this technique to observa
North Apex meteoroid source made by the Advanced Research Project Agency Long Range Tracking and Instrumentation Radar
at two frequencies (160 and 422 MHz) and compare results from the Harvard Radio Meteor Project (HRMP) at High Frequency
MHz). Both studies observe a peak in the distribution of North Apex meteoroids at approximately 56 km s−1. After correcting for biases
using Taylor’s method, the results suggest that the mass-weighted peak of the distribution lies near 20 km s−1 for both studies. We attribut
these similarities to the fact that both radar systems depend upon similar ablation and ionization processes and thus have a com
scale.
 2003 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction

High-gain radars have sufficient sensitivity to det
plasma created at the head of a meteoroid’s path during i
mospheric descent. Meteor head echoes were first obs
using a VHF (65 MHz, 4.6 m wavelength) radar by H
et al. (1947). In the last decade, head echo measurem
made by narrow-beam, high-power radar systems have
applied to meteor astronomy. The high sensitivity and re
lution of these systems enables the collection of high-qua
data (Fig. 1), which provides the direction of origin, velo
ity, and deceleration of a meteoroid (Close et al., 2000; H
et al., 2001; Janches et al., 2000a, 2000b; Mathews e
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1997; Pellinen-Wannberg and Wannberg, 1994; and Zho
al., 1998).

This paper presents a study of the nature and effects o
biases inherent in using head echoes to determine the v
ity distribution of meteoroids entering Earth’s atmosphe
Since head echo measurements result from radio wav
flection off electrons subsequent to meteoroid mass abla
and ionization, meteoroids that produce the greatest n
ber of electrons often create the strongest signal returns
meteoroid body itself is too small (radius∼ 10−6 m) to be
detected. We study the detection process by modeling
production of ionization for a meteoroid with a given initi
mass and velocity. We show that, almost regardless of
assumptions made, high mass and high-velocity meteo
will produce strong head echo reflections while slower, l
massive meteoroids will produce so little ionization th
radar cannot detect a head echo. We present data from

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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Fig. 1. Range-time-intensity image of ALTAIR VHF head echo data. Th
data are an example of unprocessed digital samples used to determin
teor head echo parameters. They were collected using ALTAIR durin
1998 Leonid meteor shower at the equatorially located Reagan Test S

ALTAIR radar corroborating this picture. We then apply t
techniques used by Taylor (1995) to approximate and
rect for the bias in velocity distributions from HRMP mete
trail observations to ALTAIR head echo observations.

Both systems show a measured North Apex distribu
peak near∼ 56 km s−1. The application of the technique
used to estimate the observational biases, suggests th
mass-weighted peak actually resides near 15–20 km s−1 for
both datasets. While these two radars use substantially
ferent techniques to estimate the velocity of meteoroids
biases appear quite similar due to the physics of me
ionization which is dependent on meteoroid kinetic ene
(Hawkins, 1956). We conclude by arguing that high-g
radars detect a greater segment of the meteoroid popul
than the low gain specular trail meteor radars, but these
servations are similarly biased by the physics of ioniza
production and radar sensitivity.

Section 2 provides background on radio meteor obse
tion, physics and biases. Section 3 describes observa
made with the ARPA Long Range Tracking and Inst
mentation Radar (ALTAIR), and the Harvard Radio Met
Project (HRMP) system. Section 4 outlines the techniq
used to determine meteor velocity from meteor trail and h
echo data. Section 5 compares modeled meteor line de
with values measured by high-gain radars. Section 6 pres
the bias correction technique and applied it to observat
made by the high-gain ALTAIR radar.

2. Radio meteors

As meteoroids enter Earth’s atmosphere, they are he
by collisions with atmospheric constituents. The rate
which collisions take place depends upon a meteoro
physical cross-section, velocity and atmospheric den
-

e

n

s

y
s

(Opik, 1958). Therefore, faster meteoroids heat more qui
because they undergo a greater number of collisions pe
time. The collisional processes include grazing surface
pacts, which scatter material, and surface penetration o
meteoroid body by impinging air particles, which increa
the meteoroid’s thermal temperature (Whipple, 1950).
initial meteoroid mass and velocity, prior to atmospheric
try, determine the amount of kinetic energy available for
creation of heat, light and ionization. Other sources of
ergy, such as Earth’s gravity, are negligible by comparis

Early on, most radar observations of meteoroid pla
were collected with low frequency Yagi antenna syste
such as the one used for the HRMP (VHF-40.92 M
7.3 m wavelength). Unlike head echoes, these observa
are based on specular reflection from large segments (∼ few
kilometers) of the ionized meteor trail (Baggaley et
1994). These observations typically have higher signal
tection thresholds and lower spatial resolution than h
gain radar head echo observations. Therefore, most
radio-meteor observations consisted of specular meteor
echoes. These only occur when the radar line of sight is
ented perpendicular to the flight path of a meteoroid. Un
ideal conditions, the ionization trail behind a meteor refle
in phase along a large segment of the trail, producing l
returns making high signal-to-noise meteor trail obse
tions possible.

The spatial distribution of meteor plasma and the siz
the incident radar wavelength determine the radar wav
flection coefficient (Close et al., 2003). Specular radar
observations become attenuated at heights where the
tial trail radius, corresponding to some multiple of the
mospheric mean free path, becomes roughly the sam
greater than the radar wavelength. This sets a maxim
height, called the meteor ceiling, where meteors can be
ily observed using specular radar (Ceplecha et al., 1998

The contributions of the radio meteor detection bias
be separated into components of initial mass and velo
(Bronshten, 1983; Taylor, 1995). The mass of each m
oroid is unknown and therefore can only be bounded b
minimum detectable value (for each velocity), dependen
radar sensitivity. The observational velocity bias is a fu
tion of the ionization efficiency,β (Jones, 1997).β is defined
as the fraction of neutral atoms that travel at velocity,V , that
will ionize. Experiments and theory show thatβ scales as
a power ofV , β ∝ V γ , whereγ spans approximately 3.0
5.50 (Bronshten, 1983). Both specular trail and head e
observations are affected by this dependence of ioniza
production on velocity.

The detection rate of radio meteors depends upon th

(1) density and spatial distribution of the meteoroid plas
coupled with the corresponding radio-signal reflect
processes,

(2) radar sensitivity, and
(3) radiant distribution of sporadic meteors.
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Fig. 2. Observed HRMP meteor velocities from meteor trail measurem
obtained during the 1968–1969 synodic year.

Factor 3 relies on the fact that the flux contribution of show
meteors distributed across the celestial sphere is small
tive to the sporadic population.

Taylor (1997, 1998) identified the radiant distribution
sporadic meteors from bias-corrected HRMP observati
Jones and Brown (1993) analyzed radar and optical
veys of the sporadic background and reconciled a con
tent multi-frequency view of the sporadic distribution w
greater detail. They found the sporadic meteoroid ba
ground seen at Earth consisted of six major sources, s
metric about the ecliptic plane. Each source had a par
population with its own characteristic distribution of o
bital elements. The relative apparent strength of these
radic sources was further examined by Brown and Jo
(1995), who found that the helion and anti-helion sou
contributed 33% (each) of the sporadic flux, the North a
South toroidial source contribute 5% (each), with the
mainder due to the Apex sources. Taylor breaks the di
bution of the sporadic meteor population into the followi
components (weighted by mass): helion (33%), anti-he
(36%), North Apex (4%), South Apex (4%), North toroid
(6%), and South toroidal (6%). The remainder of the s
radic meteor population originates from regions in betw
these apparent sources. Figure 2 illustrates the HRMP
teor trail observations (∼ 14,000) from all of these source
taken during the 1968–1969 synodic year. The domin
contribution from the slower moving helion and anti-heli
meteor sources determine the peak of the apparent dist
tion near 32 km s−1.

3. Observations

The ALTAIR and HRMP systems offer different capab
ities for application to radio meteor astronomy. This sect
outlines basic features of both systems. The applicatio
ALTAIR to meteor astronomy (Close et al., 2000) is re
tively new. The HRMP system characteristics are cove
by Hawkins (1963).
-

-

-

-

ALTAIR is one of several observing systems located
the Reagan Test Site (RTS) on the Kwajalein Atoll (9◦ N,
167◦ E) in the Republic of the Marshall Islands. ALTAI
has a 43-m diameter, mechanically steered, parabolic
and simultaneously transmits a peak power of 6 MW at t
frequencies (VHF-160 MHz, 1.86 m wavelength, UHF-4
MHz, 0.71 m wavelength). We used a 10 dB signal-to-no
(S/N) ratio to identify head echo detections. The ALTA
observations presented here are enriched in faster mo
North Apex meteoroids. North Apex particles are prima
in retrograde solar orbits, causing their observed veloc
to be near 60 km s−1 (Brown et al., 2001). Using the mo
sensitive waveforms available, ALTAIR can detect ra
cross-sections (RCS) as small as−74 decibels-relative-to
a-square-meter (dBsm) at VHF (−80 dBsm at UHF) at a
range of 100 km (Close et al., 2000). A target with a RCS
100 square meters is equivalent to 20 dBsm on a logarith
scale.

Rigorous calibration procedures executed at ALTA
maintain the range, angle and RCS measurement acc
of the system. The details and frequency of the calibra
procedure will not be covered here. The ALTAIR system
curacy relative to a known independent source bounds
expected accuracy of the measured results (Coster e
1992; Hunt et al., 2000). ALTAIR measurement errors go
back to 1983 show stable average rms tracking errors
tive to the precision orbits for earth orbiting satellites of (i.
Experimental Geophysical Payload) of±15 milli-degrees in
angle and±6 m in range (Hunt et al., 2000). The mete
head echo analysis of ALTAIR data show that the fit er
in angle and range are of comparable magnitude. ALTA
is also calibrated to the RCS of a known target, a unifo
22-inch aluminum sphere; the absolute RCS measure
capability of ALTAIR is±0.5 dB.

We collected ALTAIR meteor observations on Novemb
18, 1998 during a 4-hour period chosen to span the
dicted peak of the Leonid shower (07:30 AM local tim
The peak detection rate reached approximately 1 head
every 2 seconds. ALTAIR did not detect any Leonids me
ors. Statistically, the likelihood of detecting stream mete
with narrow-beam high-gain radar is very small. Analysis
this head echo detection rate shows that it equates to a
imum detectable visual meteor magnitude of+11 at UHF
and +12 at VHF (Brown et al., 2001). The radar samp
window encompassed slant-ranges corresponding to he
spanning 70 to 140 km at VHF and 90 to 110 km at UH
We used 40 µs (VHF) and 150 µs (UHF) pulsed wavefor
The range sample spacing used to collect the majority o
data was 7.5 m at UHF and 30 m at VHF.

Linear frequency modulation (LFM) of the transmit si
nal coupled with pulse compression of the received sig
defines the attainable range resolution. The waveform b
widths,B, are 1 MHz (VHF) and 3 MHz (UHF). After puls
compression upon the reception of the signal, the attain
range resolution is (�R = c/(2B)), wherec is the speed o
light. Finally we correct the meteor range for range-Dopp
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coupling. Range-Doppler coupling is a property of a LF
pulse (Skolnick, 1980). A Doppler shift (�fDoppler) of the
transmitted LFM pulse occurs because of the observed
teor range-rate. Following pulse compression, the me
range incurs a slight range offset that is a function of
observed range-rate. The relationship between target r
rate and the range-Doppler coupling range offset is

εRange= cT�fDoppler

B
= Tf0vradial

B
,

whereεRangeis the range offset,T is the pulse width,f0 is
the radar frequency, andvradial is the target radial velocity.

The HRMP specular meteor trail radar was located
Havana Illinois (40◦ N, 270◦ E) and consisted of a sing
transmit antenna with several Yagi receive antennas. It o
ated at 40.92 MHz with a peak transmit power ranging fr
0.6 to 4.0 MW (Verniani, 1973). Simultaneous multi-stat
measurements of meteor trails enabled the determinatio
three-dimensional position as a function of time (Hawki
1963). The HRMP radar provided broad sky coverage
dedicated availability that allowed for long periods of op
ation. Therefore the HRMP study provided a broad spa
and temporal sample of the sporadic meteoroid popula
(Taylor, 1997) that revealed a non-uniform directionality
the meteoroid flux distribution at Earth. The collection of
equivalent dataset with narrow-beam high-gain radar d
not yet exist.

Unlike the ALTAIR dataset, the HRMP sporadic mete
observations spanned several years and provided a mor
form sampling of the overall population. ALTAIR observ
tions were made with the beam pointing within the No
Apex meteor source, which is approximately 20 degree
radius and centered at the longitude of the Earth’s direc
of motion and at approximately 30 degrees North ecliptic
itude (Jones and Brown, 1993). In this paper, HRMP No
Apex meteors are analyzed to provide a sample that is
sistent with the ALTAIR (North Apex) observations.

4. Radio meteor velocity determination

For the HRMP observations, meteor velocity was co
puted from the oscillation rate measured in the rece
signal amplitude (Baggaley et al., 1997). As the meteor
verses the atmosphere, the signal oscillates due to cha
constructive and destructive interference patterns prod
by the ionized trail Fresnel zones (Ceplecha et al., 1998

The greater sensitivity of high-gain systems (versus
teor trail radars) such as ALTAIR, Arecibo, the Europe
Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) radar, and Middle and Up
atmosphere (MU) radar, facilitate the calculation of met
velocities directly from the precise range and Doppler m
surements of head echoes (Close et al., 2001; Janches
2000a). We use the pulse-by-pulse time rate of chang
head echo position along its flight path to compute me
velocity and apply the monopulse angular measuremen
determine the meteor’s three-dimensional position.
-

e

f

i-

-

g

l.,

Fig. 3. Normalized number of North Apex meteors versus observed vel
from the HRMP study and ALTAIR. These data from both systems sho
consistent velocity peak near 56 km s−1. The HRMP results were obtaine
from specular meteor trail observations while the ALTAIR result was
tained from head echo measurements. These plots illustrate that th
systems provide a consistent assessment of the North Apex meteor ve
distribution. The differences in these distributions are mainly attributab
the weaker statistics of the ALTAIR head echo data (∼ 350, UHF) versus
the HRMP trail observations (∼ 14,000).

Both HRMP and ALTAIR measure a consistent velo
ity distribution of North Apex meteors as shown in Fig.
The similarity of these velocity distributions implies th
both methods preferentially measure a similar high-velo
subpopulation of the total meteoroid distribution. The diff
ences in the observations between these two radar sys
arise from their differing sensitivities and velocity determ
nation techniques, though variability in meteor ionizat
will likely have a far greater effect on the measured dis
butions.

5. Modeling line density and comparison with data

This section presents two forms of single-body met
ablation theory used to predict the maximum meteor
ization produced as a function of initial meteoroid m
and velocity. We compare these predictions with a sam
of ALTAIR head echo observations and conclude from
comparison that radars measuring head echoes preferen
detect faster and more massive meteoroids. The ALT
radar, like all radars, has a sensitivity cutoff which preclu
observations of smaller, slower meteoroids.

5.1. Single-body mass ablation models

In the first model we apply single-body meteor th
ory developed by Opik (1958). As a meteor desce
through Earth’s atmosphere it encounters an air massdm

equal toAρairV dt . WhereA is the meteoroid’s physica
cross-section (πr2meteoroidfor a sphere), the empirical Mas
Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar (MSIS-90
mospheric model (Hedin et al., 1983, 1987, 1991) defi
the mean atmospheric mass density,ρair, andV is the veloc-
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ity. Ignoring any fragmentation of the meteoroid body, t
interaction causes the meteoroid to decelerate as:

(1)
dV

dt
= −1

m

(
AΓρairV

2),
whereΓ is the aerodynamic drag andm is the mass of the
meteoroid at timet . Less than 10% of the ALTAIR head ech
observations indicate fragmentation is taking place, th
fore the assumption appears reasonable.

The meteoroid mass loss equation

(2)
dm

dt
= −AΓρairσaV

3

describes how mass is ablated as a function of time, w
the ablation parameter,σa = 10−12 s2 cm−2, is taken as con
stant (Opik, 1958; Bronshten, 1983; Verniani, 1973). V
niani determined that the ablation parameter varied f
10−10.4 to 10−12.5 from the analysis of radio meteor
A value of 10−12 corresponds to meteoroid masses of
proximately 10−6 g. This ablation parameter simplifies th
characterization of how kinetic energy is converted to h
by the meteoroid and the rate at which material is ablated
the body.

The ablation parameter,σa , used with the two-equatio
model approximates the details of the energetic proce
that define meteor ablation. A more physically detailed
mulation (Whipple, 1950) later presented by Lebedin
(1973) and Grebowski (1981) is outlined here for comp
ison. In this three-equation model, a spherical, stony m
oroid still decelerates without fragmentation as defined
Eq. (3) but the ablation rate and temperature are now
erned by a more sophisticated model.

Initially meteoroids are assumed to enter the atmosp
at an equilibrium temperature equal to the ambient ba
ground at approximately 270 degrees Kelvin (Whipp
1951, 1966). The energy required to break the solid bond
a gram of meteoroid substance is the latent heat of vapo
tion,Q (Bronshten, 1983). For this model, the aerodyna
drag,Γ , latent heat,Q, and the heat transfer coefficient,Λ,
are assumed constant throughout the flight path of the
teor. The heat transfer coefficient defines the fraction of
kinetic energy per unit time, KE= 1

2AρairV
3, of the imping-

ing air molecules that heat the meteoroid.
Most meteoroid kinetic energy is given off as heat; les

amounts produce ionization and visible light (Ceplecha
al., 1998). For meteoroids approximately 1 cm and lar
the existence of an interaction layer at the front of the m
teoroid will likely influence the local number density of th
electrons and the corresponding signal strength observe
radar. Since meteoroids that produce the bulk of head e
detections are small relative to the mean free path of es
ing meteoric atoms, no interaction layer is modeled in
analysis. The lack of an interaction layer means that m
oroid heating and the corresponding ablation is defined
individual collisions with atmospheric particles (free mole
ular flow).
s

-

-

The atmospheric collisions result in the sputtering and
porization of meteoric atoms. Sputtering is the sheddin
material from grazing surface impacts while vaporization
due to the meteoric material being raised to the heat of
porization leading to the subsequent boiling off of individu
atoms resulting in an increased mass loss rate. During th
porization stage, meteoric particles depart the surface a
thermal velocity and subsequently collide with atmosph
particles (Whipple, 1950). For a meteoroid with an aver
atomic mass of 23 atomic mass units, the thermal veloci
approximately 1–2 km s−1. Since the thermal speed is sm
relative to the speed of a meteoroid, the meteoroid sp
is used for the collision speed of a meteoric atom with
mospheric particles (Ceplecha et al., 1998). The meteo
speed defines the amount of collisional energy availabl
ionize meteoric and atmospheric constituents.

The meteoroid temperature as a function of time is
scribed by the energy equation

dT

dt
= −AρV

3

2C3
(Λ−ΛS)− 4AσSB(T 4 − T 4

0 )

C3

(3)− 4AC1Q

C3T 1/2 e
−C2/T ,

where T is the temperature of the meteoroid,T0 is its
equilibrium temperature at atmospheric entry,ΛS =Q(6 ×
10−16)eT/290 is the sputtering efficiency that defines the r
of ablation due to individual surface collisions. The co
stants appropriate for stony meteoroids areC1 = 6.92 ×
1010 g cm−2 s−1 K1/2, C2 = 57800 K, C3 = 1 × 107

ergs g−1 K−1, Q = 7 × 1010 ergs s−1, and σSB = 5.68 ×
10−5 ergs cm−2 s−1 K4 (Lebedinets, 1973).

The meteoroid mass loss equation,

(4)
dM

dt
= −4AC1

T 1/2
e−C2/T − ΛSρairAV

3

2Q
,

describes how mass is ablated as a function of time.
loss rate of meteoric atoms and the ionization efficiency
each meteoric constituent determine the number of elect
produced by the meteor along its flight path.

The ablation theories estimate the loss rate of mete
atoms. These mass loss rates, combined with an estima
the ionization efficiency, predict the amount of the plas
detected by radar, namely the electron line density,q (Opik,
1958), of the meteor trail in electrons cm,

(5)q = β

MaV

(
dM

dt

)
,

whereβ is the ratio of the neutral meteoric atoms (due
sputtering and vaporization) traveling at velocity,V , that
will ionize (Bronshten, 1983).Ma is the mass of a typica
meteoric atom.

For the purposes of the work presented here,β is as-
sumed to have aV γ power law dependency (Massey a
Sida, 1955; Hawkins, 1956; Hawkins et al., 1964). Le
dinets (1973) value ofβ = β0V

3.5, whereβ0 = 4.0× 10−25

(cms−1)−3.5, provides results consistent with observat
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Fig. 4. Ionization efficiency from Jones (1997) and Lebedinets (1973)
the work presented here the value from Lebedinets was chosen since
vides electron line density values most consistent with ALTAIR head e
observations.

for our expected range of meteoroid masses (10−10 g �m�
10−4 g) and velocities (11 km s−1 � V � 72 km s−1). For
comparison, Fig. 4 illustrates values of ionization efficien
using the Lebedinets and Jones models. The Jones (1
model of ionization efficiency,βJ = KI (VM − V 2

I )V
0.8
M ,

contains factors dependent on each meteoric constitue
this equation,KI is a constant,VI is the velocity associate
with the ionization energy for each meteoric species andVM
is the meteoroid velocity.

We perform numerical integration (4th order Rung
Kutta) on these single-body meteoroid ablation theories
illustrate the relation between the initial mass and velocit
meteoroids and their corresponding ionization productio
Earth’s atmosphere. Using a constant meteoroid mass
sity of 2.5 g cm−3 and a mass of 10−4 g, the results from the
numerical integration of the two- and three-equation sin
body ablation theory are plotted in Fig. 5.

The major dissimilarity between the two models is t
the three-equation (Lebedinets, 1973) model attemp
more accurate treatment of the meteoroid temperature
height. This has a direct effect on the mass ablation rate.
meteoroid temperature, ablation rate and corresponding
ization production of the three-equation model exceeds
predicted by the two-equation model (Fig. 5).

The evaluation of the electron line density equation
the point of maximum density for each meteor provide
quantity that can be readily compared to head echo ob
vations. A relation was first deduced by Herlofson (1948
determine electron line density relative to the point of m
imum line density along the meteoroid trajectory. Herlofs
assumed an isothermal atmosphere, that the meteor pa
tersA,Γ,σ,Q,ρmeteorare constant, and that the derivativ
dm/dt anddρair/dt are small at the point of maximum lin
density, such that

(6)qmax(ρair = ρair max)∝CM0V
γ

0 ,

whereC is a constant,M0, V0 are the initial mass and ve
locity of the meteoroid andγ is the power of the ionizatio
efficiency. This equation is derived directly from meteor
-

)

-

-

-

e-

Fig. 5. Electron line density versus height above Earth for a stony m
meteoroid (ρmeteor= 2.5 g cm−3, initial mass= 10−4 g). This plot con-
tains electron line density values from the two- and the three-equ
models (Section 5). The differences in the two models are attributab
the variability of ablation with temperature that exists in the three-equa
model; a constant value ofσa = 10−11 was used with the two-equatio
model.

lation theory and radar observations and therefore define
physical basis of the mass and velocity bias experience
radar. Within the approximations of single-body meteor t
ory, this result applies directly to both meteor head echo
meteor trail RCS observations. Conveniently, the mod
qmax corresponds to the point of greatest signal to noise
cernable by radar head echo observations (maximum
echo RCS), which the model predicts to occur at appr
mately 103 km for ALTAIR VHF for meteoroids traveling
56 km s−1 with masses near 10−6 to 10−4 grams.

5.2. Measured and modeled electron line density

To solve for maximum electron line density using A
TAIR head echo data, we employ a spherical three-dimen
nal full-wave scattering solution (Close et al., 2003). T
need for a full-wave solution arises when the electric p
mittivity changes appreciably in one wavelength. In ot
words, the gradient scale size for the index of refractio
similar to the radar wavelength. In order to calculate the
dio signal reflection coefficients of head echoes the pla
distribution is assumed spherical with a density that
creases exponentially with distance from the meteoroid
ter.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the modeled and observed m
imum electron line density as a function of initial me
oroid mass and velocity. We compute the modeled m
imum line density values by numerically integrating t
three-equation mass ablation model and then selecting
maximum line density for each initial mass-velocity pa
meter pair. Both distributions demonstrate the depend
of maximum electron line density on velocity. The dash
line illustrates the observed detection cut off for the ALTA
North Apex head echo observations. The ALTAIR head e
observations show little or no detections below the mod
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Fig. 6. (a) Maximum electron line density derived from the three-equa
ablation model and (b) maximum electron line density from ALTAIR he
echo observations. These data are all plotted as a function of height a
earth and meteor velocity. The model results show physically consi
characteristics to the ALTAIR observations shown in (b). The dashed
illustrates the detection threshold for ALTAIR North Apex meteor o
servations. The maximum line density observations are obtained b
application of the 3D full-wave scattering theory to the ALTAIR RCS m
surements.

micro-meteoroid ablation limit (mass threshold of 10−10 g
for stony meteoroid). The differences between the meas
and modeled values are likely due to an inconsistency in
model calibration with ALTAIR. A future area of work is t
better calibrate the mass ablation model using ALTAIR h
echo observations.

The similarity of the model and measured distributio
indicates a surprising level of consistency for the sing
body meteor theory applied to these very small meteo
masses. A simple explanation for this consistency migh
that fragmentation in the ablation process is not signific
for these very small meteoroids.

The RCS of the meteor, which represents the reflec
coefficient from the meteor plasma, will be maximized wh
the meteor achieves the best balance between the ele
plasma density and the radius of the meteor head. At
altitudes, the meteor head plasma has a large radius b
more diffuse, similar to meteor trails, so the reflection
efficient will be small. At low altitudes, the plasma dens
will be high but the highly collisional atmosphere spatia
restricts the meteor head plasma size so the reflection co
cient is again small. For the mass and velocity range dete
by ALTAIR, the meteors show the best balance betw
n

s

-

Fig. 7. (a) Maximum electron line density derived from the three-equa
ablation model and (b) maximum electron line density from ALTAIR he
echo observations. In contrast to Fig. 6, these data are all plotted as a
tion of height above Earth and meteor velocity.

plasma density and meteor plasma size at approxima
103 km altitude, which give the largest reflection. This qu
itative description assumes the meteor is traveling “dire
toward” the radar. Using this geometry, the observed me
head plasma appears spherically distributed. Off axis me
head observations are on non-spherically distributed pla
that establishes another level of complexity with regard to
scattering characteristics and is not considered here. W
sume the diffuse upper limit and the constrained lower li
affect the ability of high-gain radar to detect meteor he
plasma. The modeling of the dependence of this effec
observing meteor head echoes is left for future work. T
head echo observation artifact is similar to the meteor c
ing bias experienced by specular meteor trail radars.

6. Bias correction

The dependence of ionization on the initial meteor
mass and velocity must be addressed to estimate the abs
number of meteoroids at Earth as a function of velocity. T
removal of the mass dependence is problematic since w
not know the mass of each meteoroid a priori. Theref
a lower limit for the minimum detectable mass for each
locity (bin) is calculated and is then normalized on the ba
of ALTAIR’s minimum sensitivity. For the sake of compa
ison, the HRMP minimum detectable mass at 30 km s−1 is
10−4 g and for ALTAIR VHF it is 10−6 g.
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Fig. 8. Normalized number of meteors observed at earth as a functi
velocity according to the Grun interplanetary model (1985) plotted w
ALTAIR observations (a). The ALTAIR UHF observations, (a), are norm
ized to ALTAIR’s minimum detectable mass,M60(10−8 g), at 60 km s−1.
The second panel, (b), graphically illustrates the weighting function fo
dependence of the ionization efficiency on velocity.

Given the estimate for the minimum detectable VHF
dio magnitude,M, for the ALTAIR system of+11, the min-
imum detectable mass (in grams) at a particular velocity
be calculated using (Verniani, 1973):

(7)mmin = (35.8− 9.8 logV0 −M)/2.3,
whereV0 is the initial meteor velocity (m s−1). Verniani
(1973) derived the relation theoretically and subseque
modified the relation through the analysis of 5759 faint ra
meteors. Verniani’s semi-empirical result is used here
was derived for meteoroids in the observed mass rang
10−6 g � m � 10−2 g, with median masses near 10−4 g.
Comparing the observed velocity distribution measured
ALTAIR (Fig. 8) and the Grun interplanetary meteoro
model (1985) illustrates the strong observational velo
bias.

For example, to remove the observational depend
on mass and velocity, we first normalize the observat
to ALTAIR’s minimum detectable mass at 60 km s−1 to
m60 = 9.7 × 10−8 g. We selected 60 km s−1 since this is
where the peak of the north apex velocity distribution
sides.

Following Taylor (1995), the number of meteors obser
in a particular velocity bin isN(m > mV ), where the mini-
mum detectable mass at that velocity ismV . The normalized
number of meteors with a velocity greater than the detec
threshold at 60 km s−1 is

(8)N(m>m60)=
(
m60

mV

)−α
N(m >mV ).

The cumulative mass indexα (slope of the meteoroid pa
ticle distribution function) is set equal to 1.6 (Grun et a
1985). The application of a normalized velocity weight
function

(9)W =
(
Vbin

Vmin

)−γ

to each velocity bin corrects for the velocity bias.Vbin is the
velocity of each bin spanning 11 km s−1 � V � 72 km s−1;
Vmin is the value of the smallest velocity bin and theref
normalizesW . γ is the exponent of the velocity factor fro
the ionization efficiency shown in Eq. (6).

Figure 9 illustrates the bias corrected and observed
tion of meteors versus velocity from the HRMP and A
TAIR. The ALTAIR and HRMP data show an observed pe
w a peak
d are in

n places).
Fig. 9. Fractional number of meteors versus observed velocity from the HRMP study and ALTAIR. The HRMP and ALTAIR North Apex data sho
velocity near 56 km s−1. After the removal of the estimate for the velocity selection effect, the two distributions show similar characteristics an
relatively good agreement, though differences in absolute numbers at lower velocities are apparent. We attribute this deviation (particularly at lower velocities)
to the statistics of the HRMP data that are much better than the ALTAIR head echo data (as evidenced by the ‘choppy’ ALTAIR normalized curve i
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velocity near 56 km s−1. After bias correction, the two dis
tributions remain in relatively good agreement. There is
most no sampling of the lower velocity population fro
the helion/anti-helion source in the ALTAIR dataset. Fut
high-power radar observations will sample these sporadi
diants and provide a more uniform directional sampling.
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